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Who are we? 

Manabu Niseki Suguru Ishimaru 

Kaspersky 



What is a configuration 
profile? 



What is a configuration profile? 

● A configuration profile (a.k.a mobileconfig) is a set of configurations to set up a 

system. 

● A configuration profile works on macOS, iOS and tvOS. 



What is a configuration profile? 

A configuration profile is an XML file which contains a number of settings 

that you can specify 

● Restrictions on device features 

● Wi-Fi settings 

● VPN settings 

● Email server settings 

● Exchange settings 

● LDAP directory service settings 

● CalDAV calendar service settings 

● Web clips 

● Credentials and keys 



Mimics in the wild 



Why “Mimic”? 

macOS and iOS Maliciously Injected Configuration 

M   I   M   I   C 



Mimic or a legitimate profile? 
 
 
It’s difficult to distinguish whether it is a mimic or not. 

> All of the here are mimics. 



Mimics in the wild 

iXintpwn 

Joke program 
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iXintpwn 



iXintpwn (a.k.a YJSNPI) is a joke program made by a Japanese malware developper. 

iXintpwn: infection vector 
 



iXintpwn: mimic of joke program  
 
This mimic made many icons (web clips) in installed device. 



iXintpwn: joke program (web clip) 
 

Max number of web clip = 999?  



iXintpwn: <key>IsRemovable</key> 

 
Web clips is unremovable if IsRemovable is set as false 



iXintpwn: <key>PayloadRemovalDisallowed</key> 

 
Profile is unremovable if PayloadRemovalDisallowed is set as true 



Roaming Mantis 



Roaming Mantis: overview 

SMS phishing 

DNS changer 

Android:  
MoqHao malware 
 
iOS:  
Phishing  
(with a profile) 



Roaming Mantis: landing Page 



Roaming Mantis: configuration profile 

POST DeviceAttributes to URL 



Roaming Mantis: enrollment payload 

(Content-Type: application/pkcs7-signature) 



Roaming Mantis: iOS attack chain 

 

 

 

 

 

 1. Install a profile 

2. POST DeviceAttributes to URL 

3. The endpoint returns 301 redirect to a phishing website 

 



Roaming Mantis: iOS attack chain 

The attacker knows your device, credentials and 2FA codes. 



Roaming Mantis: SMS phishing variants 



Roaming Mantis: SMS phishing variants 



DNS Hijacking 



DNS hijacking 

● AIRO discovered a DNS hijacking attack against macOS. 
○ DNS Hijacking: A New Method of MitM Attack Observed in the Wild. 

○ https://www.airoav.com/dns-hijacking-a-new-method-of-mitm-attack-observed-in-the-wild/ 



DNS hijacking 

(Credit to AIRO) 



DNS hijacking 

Someone posted a similar profile on Pastebin  

in 2019/09. 

https://pastebin.com/buSusMXg 

 

https://pastebin.com/buSusMXg


Fake Checkra1n 



Fake checkra1n: infection vector 

Elaborate fake checkra1n site provides the mimic 



Fake checkra1n: infection vector 



Fake checkra1n: fake messages in the app 

Showing some messages like jailbreak is processing... 

Fake messages 



Fake checkra1n: adware 

After the fake jailbreak messages, an advertising pop-up 

was displayed to lead install some apps via App Store.  



Collected 400+ mimics(?) 



Collected 400+ configuration profiles 

Unremovable profiles 17.7% 

Most of suspicious web clips 70.6% 

Unremovable web clips 55.0% 

Porn and Dating web 

To install unofficial apps  

Game cheating 

Emulator 

Chinese gambling 

 



Suspicious web clip 1: Pop-up of adsense 

A web clip opens a website with a pop-up of adsense 

● Official apps via App Store 

● Porn site 

● Dating site 



Suspicious web clip 1: game cheating and emulator 

The site provides some unofficial (maybe illegal) apps 

● Game cheating 

● Emulator  

 

 

 



Suspicious web clip 2: Chinese gambling? app 

Same mimic of  
Roaming Mantis case 



Suspicious web clip 2: Chinese gambling? app 

Download and install Chinese gambling app (.ipa file) without App Store  



Suspicious web clip 2: Chinese gambling? app 

The IP relations to 

PUA? or Riskware? 



How rogues  
make a mimic 



Roaming Mantis: strange secret 

secret=dhasdjh5521673hghdsah 



Roaming Mantis: strange secret 



Roaming Mantis: strange secret 



Roaming Mantis: the source of strange secret 



How to mitigate   
the risk? 



How to mitigate the risk 

● Do not install an untrusted configuration profile. 

○ Checking a certification signature is not enough.  

○ Checking a property list & file size should be fine. 

■ If a file size is big (>= 200KB) and a property list contains many Web Clip 

(PayloadType =  com.apple.webClip.manage), it might be a bomb. 

■ If a property list contains Proxies, DNS or VPN, you should check a value of it 

because it can be used for MITM. 

■ If a property list contains PayloadContent, you should check a value of URL because 

it can be used for phishing. 

○ Also checking whether it is removable or not (PayloadRemovalDisallowed or 

IsRemovable) makes sense. 



How to mitigate the risk 

● Remove a malicious profile on your device if you are affected. 

○ iOS: use Apple Configurator. 

○ macOS: use Profiles (System Preferences > Profiles) 



Conclusion 



Conclusion 

● Configuration profile has great power to control Apple devices. 

● Hoaxers abuse the power in many ways. 

● Note that “with great power comes great responsibility” 

● Be careful when you installing a profile! It’s very difficult to tell which one is a 

mimic or not. 



Thank you!! 
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